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A Community Investment Trust

Community Investment Trusts

- Performs like a Private REIT but investors limited to local community members.
- Transfers can be limited to other qualifying investors.
- Wealth creation trapped in local community.
- If mission driven, can attract social impact investors for more favorable debt terms.
- Investment would be lead by Continuum who would be at risk alongside community investors.
- A more intense asset management process would be established to build capacity and transfer 

expertise to investors enabling them to become owner operators on their own future projects.

Potential Benefits 

Racial Justice (Equity) could be directly addressed.  Prosper could convey land at 0 cost in exchange for the wealth creating 
benefits and to create a reparation for previous opportunity these communities were denied.

Vibrancy and Connection will be better established by creating important symbols and activities in the neighborhood which 
will reestablish meaningful connection to these the key communities who had been previously displaced.

Prosperity can be built upon through robust SBE/MBE enterprise programs in the ground floor market halls.



Heritage Buildings

The Heritage Buildings could serve as an important symbol to the neighborhood and would be amongst the first projects 
to move forward.  The buildings will honor the 2 important historic communities which originally settled this 
neighborhood, African American and Asian American.   These buildings would create concrete, real wealth transfer 
opportunities to 2 communities exploited by previous urban development policy.  Following are some more specific 
examples of ideas which would need to be further developed with small community working groups.

Asia Peace Society Building 
60k square foot commercial building (3 stories)
Ground Floor will be market hall curated in partnership with the local investment group targeting 
Asian American business owners at below market rents in commerce ready spaces.
Upper floors shall be commercial office building at market rents (in order to create the value and 
wealth).
Design of building shall be established in partnership with investment group in a manner which 
celebrates important values of the Portland Asian American community.

The Flowers Building
60k square foot commercial building (3 stories)
Ground Floor will be market hall curated in partnership with the local investment group targeting 
Black American business owners at below market rents in commerce ready spaces.
Upper floors shall be commercial office building at market rents (in order to create the value and 
wealth). .
Design of building shall be established in partnership with investment group in a manner which 
celebrates important values of the Portland African American community.



Community Property Trusts

In most advanced societies Housing Security is seen as a right of all citizens.  The last major urban housing affordability 
crisis the US was in the early 1900’s through the early 1950’s and led to substantial investment and policy response.  
Most high density advanced cities have large shares of their housing owned by public benefit enterprises at all income 
levels.  The current federal housing subsidy programs, even supplemented by local government funding and regulation is 
woefully inadequate to meet the demands of our fast growing center cities.  The Broadway Corridor represents an 
opportunity for the City of Portland to help establish a substantial new flow of funds for this pressing need.

Knickerbocker 
Village Limited is a 
lower middle class 
housing development 
in the lower East Side 
of Manhattan.  It was 
completed in 1934 
with funding from 
the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation 
and continues to 
provide high quality 
housing located near 
significant 
employment 
opportunity nearly a 
century later.



Community Housing Trust

Key Community Benefits Associated with the Community Housing Trusts
- Housing Security is understood to be at the root of many social welfare challenges.  Long term stable housing options near key 

employment is key to upward mobility.

- Wealth is allowed to accumulate within the community.  If income rises faster than the cost of housing, household wealth is created.

- Asset Value accumulates for the benefit of the Community only and cannot ever be transferred out.  (Knickerbocker Village would be 
worth nearly $2 Billion as a market rate housing complex but that value remains trapped for the community’s benefit).

- Flexibility in structure allows the properties to respond nimbly to changing community priorities and needs.  This ownership model 
combines a more market like management approach bound by a clear mission enabling it to be more creative in how it addresses 
changing community needs.

- Governance is local.  Policy is determined by local fiduciary board and not the IRS or HUD.  The debt holders will require rigorous 
financial stewardship but ultimately the Trust is overseen by individuals with a strong regional understanding of the community 
needs.

- Impact could be enormous.  The opportunity to tap into Municipal Finance Markets which have almost unlimited capacity means 
that over time this mechanism could fill a meaningful share of Portlands housing needs and actually disrupt the current 
supply/demand dynamic.  

- Rebalance of Supply.   Once enough supply is added to the market, the conspiratorial data and pricing policies informing current 
market are disrupted.

- Implementation Capacity already exists.  This model is designed to leverage the existing capacity of the market rate development 
community towards a large, unmet need.  They work for fees rather than ownership but it is a deep new market opportunity for that 
apparatus.

- Mixed Income.  The projects are conceived to be 50% market rate and 50% affordable/attainable.  The Trust could change that mix 
over time as it had capacity to discount units further or it could choose to maintain that balance and use excess cash flows to fill 
other needs.  

- First to Market.  While concepts like this will inevitably become part of our housing solutions in the US, no large scale version of this 
has been operationalized.  Portland has a history of leading urban policy innovation and the US could use its leadership now more 
than ever.




